N.B.: CIGRE is an independent, unbiased association which acts as an ambassador for all electrical power industry stakeholders (manufacturers, utilities, universities, research labs, regulators, consultants...). It gathers, collates and provides open access to technical information thanks to collaboration between international experts, and by common sharing of research and studies. Under no circumstances can CIGRE be seen as promoting or advertising for companies or technologies. Company names should not be mentioned. Company logos should not appear. Reference to companies can be given in bibliography.

5 documents + standard email are required for the publication of your TB

- **Full TB**: Document produced as the end result of an SC Working Group project [PDF file and Word file]
- **Executive Summary**: 1500 word article in ELECTRA to announce and describe the publication of this TB and its availability on e-cigre [Word file]
- **Abstract**: Brief 5-line résumé of TB for ELECTRA [Word file]
- **Postal addresses of contributors**: CIGRE CO will send copy of final TB to members [maximum 20] on list [Excel file – see Annex]
- **PowerPoint Tutorial**

**Please use templates provided for your full TB**

**Schedule**

The Chairman (or the SC Secretary, on his behalf) should send [by email] 5 documents plus checklist to CO [edition@cigre.org] to request the publication. Missing documents or nonconforming documents lead to unnecessary mailing and delays in the publication of your brochure. TB’s are usually published in order of arrival. However two or more TB’s sent by the same SC will not be published in the same issue of ELECTRA, usually. Full Package must be sent to CO at least 12 weeks ahead of issue: ex. mid-March for publication in the June issue of ELECTRA. At the time of publication of the Executive Summary and Abstract in ELECTRA, the TB will be available on e-cigre.org. In case of translation requirements of the Executive Summary, this will be done within this 12 week period. TB Publication needs to be planned in advance in order to balance the contents of ELECTRA. SCs should produce a publication agenda for the coming year.

---

1. **Full Technical Brochure**

*Title of your PDF document: WGXX.XX_TB_titleXXX.pdf*

A TB must be validated by the members of the SC and is released for publication upon decision of the SC Chairman only. Both a printed [if more than 25 pages long] and electronic version will be prepared.

Authors are fully responsible for the structure and contents of TB. Cigre will ‘standardize’ the presentation only. This should be the ‘copy to press’.
Since the beginning of 2019, we have been offering Working Groups the opportunity to send us the Technical Brochure without any CIGRE layout; our team at the Central Office will be responsible for formatting it according to the specifications of the CIGRE visual identity. This service is offered to Working Groups who would not have the opportunity to do it themselves. The work done by the Central Office will have an impact on the availability of the Brochure on e-cigre and in Electra.

There is no specification as to the length of Technical Brochures, as it depends on the subject. The first pages of your document will be modified, as CIGRE will update ISBN and copyright year. However, please note that your TB will not be proofread by CIGRE. We like to provide high quality documents, so care should be taken with regard to spelling, section numbering, scientific formulae, general presentation etc... If structure and format described in this document is not respected, PDF file will be returned for modification. The TB must be structured as shown below:

**Study Committee part:**

- **Page 1** Brochure Title, WG number, list WG members (initial, surname, country code)
- **Page 2 and next:** Table of Contents, list of appendices, list of acronyms
- **Body of the text:** Top of following page
- **Page numbers:** They should be centered at the bottom of the page, as shown in the template provided
- **Do not add headers, footers, and CIGRE or company logos**
- **No Cover page**
- In the text, use CIGRE abbreviations insofar as possible:
  - Study Committee – SC
  - Technical Brochure – TB
  - Working Group – WG
  - Joint Working Group – JWG
  - Task Force – TF
  - Technical Committee – TC

**CIGRE Central Office part:**

- Fill in ISBN number and update Copyright [if needed] on page 1
- Creation of one Cover Page for the electronic version [available for download on e-cigre]
- Creation of one Cover Page and one Back page for the printed version
- Addition of blank pages as necessary for the printed version
- Upload of TB on e-cigre where it is available for download

**2. Executive summary for Electra**

*Title of your Word document: WGXX.XX_Electra_titleXXX.doc*

CIGRE Members are made aware of the publication of a new TB through the publication of a short “Executive summary” of the TB in CIGRE’s magazine ELECTRA, which explains the objective of the work carried out, its main results and the suggested follow-up. 1000 to 1500 words is a suitable size for this Summary.

**Structure:**

This “Executive Summary” is published in English and French and the English version is uploaded on e-cigre and available for download. Whenever possible the WG should provide a French version of the Executive Summary.

The “Executive Summary” should have the same title as the TB. It should not be an extract from the TB itself but a clear concise and “attractive” description of the TB. Detail is not necessary as this should be in the TB itself. The objective is to stimulate interest in the TB, not to reproduce the information.

Page 1 should start with the TB Title, WG number, and list WG member. The typing should be single-column [no need to follow the ELECTRA presentation as the layout will be reviewed by CO]. Figures, Tables, Photos: Can be incorporated in the file, preferably, or supplied separately. They must be of sufficient definition for printing [300 dpi]; all figures and tables must be numbered and legends provided. 1 or 2 high quality photos should illustrate the “Executive Summary” issued in ELECTRA, minimum size being at least 11 cm (4 inches).
3. Abstract for Electra

Title of your Word document: WGXX.XX_Electra-Abs_titleXXX.doc

A 5-line abstract [around 60 words] is also requested for the "Abstracts" section of ELECTRA and also as the Abstract of the Brochure in e-cigre.

4. List of postal addresses of contributors

Title of your Word document: WGXX.XX_MembersAddresses.xlsx

On behalf of the TC Chairman, CIGRE CO sends a letter thanking the contributors and each of them receives a complimentary hardcopy of the TB. A copy is also sent to the SC Chairman and Secretary. Contributors may then also request a letter thanking their Companies for time dedicated to CIGRE [mail to edition@cigre.org]

A simple label format is provided by CIGRE – names and full postal addresses must be given. Please provide up-to-date address information. Quite a few TBs are returned to us generating unnecessary printing and postal costs. This list must be restricted to real contributors only, and should not comprise names of “past members”, SC members, etc.

Please use template enclosed to the pack

5. PowerPoint Tutorial

Title of your PowerPoint document: WGXX.XX_Tutorial.ppt

Please use the CIGRE generic template